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General Notes
Looms: I recommend that you use a loom with tension control such as the Jewel loom or a wooden
loom with adjustable tension. All looms have limitations: fixed length/width ones are limited to what
you can fit in the looming area; adjustable ones tend to be bulky/heavy; fibre weaving looms adjusted
for bead weaving (such as Mirrix) tend to use metres and metres of excess thread.
Threads: All “loomies” have favoured warp and weft threads: I prefer a thin non-stretch warp thread
such as WildFire in crystal or green (for dark green/blue/purple projects only) and a less substantial
weft thread such as Nymo B – although I use a more substantial weft thread such as KO for heavier
beads (including the larger 2-hole beads). With looming you can use excessively long lengths of weft thread (several metres)
because it doesn’t get as worn as when used for off-loom weaving. You might find a different combination you prefer. I warn
you against FireLine, I used this for warping a couple of years ago and it seemed fine; but it does stretch a little and, after a year,
I found that the cuffs I used it in looked buckled because it had returned to its original length. Finish weft threads off by running
them through 4 or 5 rows, leave the ends to neaten later (these can be used to correct problem areas). I also avoid warping with
Nymo (both the more substantial Coats D and the small spools of B) and illusion cord.
Needles: Use what you find comfortable: there are very long looming needles around but you might find you only use them for
very wide pieces: or you might prefer to use smaller needles and work across a piece a small section at a time. I like to use John
James’ ball pointed Bead Embroidery needles, especially for “pull and prey” methods of finishing off where piercing your thread
means you can’t pull cleanly. One job your needle will do for you is to straighten your rows: so your needle must be straight.
Sellotape: Altering tension on your loom (for example, overnight to let the beads “bed in”; or when you take your loom out to a
bead group) may make the warp thread jump out of the warp guides. A small piece of Sellotape pressed firmly over the warp
guides and threads will prevent that.
A small piece of card: Useful on wider pieces, weave it through the warps and use it to keep your looming straight.
YouTube: A wonderful resource, type in key words like “pull and prey” or “bead looming”, then sit back and enjoy.
Warping your loom
Note that you’ll need to warp
 in every thread guide for smaller beads such as 11 Delica or 15 seeds or 11 seeds or CzechMate Bars/Triangles/Lentils;
 into alternate thread guides for medium beads such as 10 Delica or 8 Delica or 6 seed or half Tila or CzechMate Brick
beads;
 into every third or fourth thread guide for larger beads such as Tila, CzechMate Tile or Pyramid Stud beads – this will
depend on the width of your piece: a wider piece will need a little more “wriggle room”.
You need a warp thread on each side of every bead/bead group in your starting row; so you need 1 more warp thread than the
number of beads/bead groups in your row – if using 4 beads or bead groups in the row you need 5 warps. Some of the cuffs I
describe later place groups of beads between warp threads, others (usually the largest 2-hole beads or curved beads such as
Superduos) I place on their own between warp threads. I’ve found that beads with increased weight or a curved shape usually
need the additional support of extra warp threads. Weight and tension can be better supported by warping a central warp first
then working outwards from that central warp, placing warps alternately to left and right of the starting point.
A more even tension results when warping from the centre – unspool a couple of metres (leaving the spool attached), use a slip
knot to tie your end to the warping post and lay your thread over the centre thread guide. With a firm tension, warp first to the
other end of the loom, over the centre thread guide, around the warping post and back over the next (appropriate) thread
guide. Take your thread over the corresponding thread guide on the other side of your loom, around the warping post and over
the next thread guide on the outside of your warping threads. Repeat this action until you have the number of warps you need
laid down then cut your thread with a tail of about 0.3m and tie it to the warping post, or (for a Jewel Loom) use a stop bead and
a sturdy piece of Sellotape to hold the stop bead in place . Gently bounce the backs of your fingers on the warps – you’ll find
them taut but easily moved. I often double the outside warp threads for strength and to provide a sturdy base for edgings. I
sometimes use thicker fibres (such as silk or ribbon) for a decorative effect. The warp threads may move out of the guide
channels when you tension the loom: a piece of Sellotape on top of the threads as they pass through the guide channels will
help to hold your warp threads in place. A few commercial makes of loom (e.g. Clover) are equipped with warp holding devices.
“Pull and prey” methods are better serves by warping one edge first and then warping to one side only of that first warp - a
single thread only 0n the outside warps.
Making your bracelet
1. Working from the middle of the cuff outwards will give a more even weft tension, just turn your loom around when
you’ve finished one side. Unspool a comfortable length of thread (I usually use a couple of metres when looming 2-hole
beads but up to 5 metres for Delicas), leave the spool attached because you can often get away with a single length of
thread that way, condition your thread, thread your needle and secure your thread near the spool in the centre of the
loom by taking your needle and thread over and under the warp threads, pulling through and repeating a couple of
times (these passes need to come out when you start looming the other half of the cuff): as a right hander I find it
helpful to have the needle coming out on the left hand side of the warps when I’m picking up beads, I take the needle
and thread under the warp threads, arrange the beads and hold them so they lie appropriately under and between
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warp threads and then I stitch through the beads and above the warp threads from the right with my right hand: left
handed people might find it easier to work from the other side. Check your wrist size and the size of your clasp/ ribbon
cord ends /jump ring as appropriate: you will need to loom the difference between the two for your bracelet.
2.

Pour out a small pile of beads for each colour. Count out the beads for Row 1 and pick them up on your needle then
push them down the thread to the warps. Make sure that you’ve picked the beads up in the direction that you’ll loom
the pattern – for 2-hole beads this means that you’ll often use alternate bead holes in every row.

3.

Place the beads under the warp threads and guide them into place under and between warp threads; hold them in
place with your non-dominant hand while you pull the thread through and then guide your needle through the beads
and over the warp threads with your dominant hand. The first row is the most difficult to put in and might take you a
while; keep your needle inside the beads and your other hand holding them in place. I pluck the warp threads at this
stage to make sure that the needle is above all the threads – the most common problem I find here is that I’ve missed
an outer warp so one of my beads might fall off.

Example Cuffs.
CzechMate Bars and Triangles – traffic light pattern

Warp with 8 thread passes, thread going over consecutive warp guides – see picture 1 below.
CzechMate beads in pattern
A bar in Matte Metallic Flax (132 beads)
B bar in Opaque Matte Black (36 beads)
C triangle in Siam Ruby (30 beads)
D bar in Jet Bronze Picasso (42 beads)

E triangle in Halo Sandalwood (54 beads)
F triangle in Persian Turquoise Bronze Picasso (30
beads)

Attachments worked in Miyuki beads (1 loomed row of 3 beads 8-4202, 5 loomed rows of 7 beads Delica11-1832 plus 3
st
rows of 7 Delica 11 beads in square stitch – then end row square stitched to 1 loomed Delica row around bar of 12mm
paracord clasp) – see picture 3 below.
Brick Stitch edging in O beads (Brass Gold) and Miyuki seed beads (11-11 silver-lined ruby; 11-30 silver-lined teal; 111937 semi frosted apricot lined light topaz)
Cuff fits 7½in/19cms wrist with paracord 12mm clasp as shown. Alter pattern to adjust size.
Picture 1 – note reduction in width at ends
because of reducing bead size (to size 11
Delica). Relax tension and leave the cuff on
the loom for a few hours/overnight to “set”
the beads comfortably into the warp and
weft.
Picture 2 – cuff removed from Jewel Loom,
note spare weft threads (green Nymo
D) used later to square stitch 3 rows of
Delica 11’s, attach clasp and brick 1
edge. White (WildFire) warp threads
used for “pull and prey” then ends
fastened and trimmed in loomwork.
Picture 3 - completed cuff.
Note that small warp loops resulting from “pull and prey” technique
have been positioned so they lie inside the cuff attachment.
Also note that 8 rows of Delica 11 beads fit exactly around Paracord
bar and that the brick stitch edging was added to the cuff after the
clasp.
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(0)X(0) Tila

Warp up with 6 thread passes, leaving 2
empty warp guides between each pass.
Note: Tila beads have faces of 5x5mm.

Miyuki Tila beads in pattern
A TL-188 Metallic Purple Gold Iris (44 beads)
B TL-599 Opaque Antique Rose Lustre (46 beads)
C TL-414 Opaque Cobalt (45 beads)
Picture 4 – Cuff finished with
16mm Ribbon End Clasps clamped
over size 11 metal seed beads (3
rows of 9 beads). Edged with brick
stitch, 15-599. Loomwork is 5¼in/
13cm; cuff fits a 6½in/16.5cm
wrist. Alter pattern/clasp to adjust
size.
Tila Channel – same size as (0)X(0) Tila
This cuff has a ribbon threaded
through and is a modified
“channel” pattern where the
central position has either a
sandwich of size 15 seed-Tila
bead- size 15 seed or 6 size 15
seeds (D) (see picture 5).
Note that the cuff has been loomed with an extra size 11 seed bead (11-4218) on each side of the cuff that is not shown in
the diagram above and has 8 warps, the first and last pair over consecutive warp guides, the next to first/last warps leaving
2 empty warp guides, and the and the central warp leaving 3 empty warp guides.
Miyuki Tila beads in pattern
A TL-593 Light Caramel Ceylon (18 beads)
B TL-596 Opaque Tea Rose Lustre (42 beads)
C TL-370 Sea Foam Lustre (40 beads)
D Size 15 seeds 15-4201 Duracoat silver in channel
E TL-599 Opaque Antique Rose Lustre (23 beads)
Picture 5 – reverse of completed cuff showing size 15
seeds bridging the channel. Note that the ribbon is
threaded behind the central row Tila beads and in
front of the size 15 seed bead stacks before the two
16mm ribbon end clasps are clamped at each end
over 2 rows of metal size 11 seeds (none in the
channel). Warps stitched into metal seed beads.
Magnetic heart shaped clasps are embellished with
Swarovski crystals and seed beads.
Picture 6 – front of channel cuff. Edging is brick stitch
of (2x15-4201 with single strung 11-4218) repeated:
added before removing loomwork from loom.
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Reversible Tila type 1
Note: Half Tila beads on
edges. Loomwork 15cm/6in,
cuff fits 17cm /6¾in to
22cm/8½in wrist.
Miyuki Tila beads in pattern
A TL-4571 Magic Orchid, transparent green side uppermost (27 beads of which 18 Half Tila)
B TL-4574 Crystal Vitrail Light, metallic silver side uppermost (30 beads of which 12 Half Tila)
C TL-4571 Magic Orchid, metallic orchid side uppermost (30 beads of which 12 Half Tila)
D TL-468 Metallic Malachite Green Iris (12 beads, no Half Tila) (substitute with F)
E TL-4574 Crystal Vitrail Light, transparent light pink side uppermost (24 beads of which 8 Half Tila)
F TL-4571 Magic Orchid, metallic green side uppermost (20 beads of which 8 Half Tila)
G TL-142 Transparent Smoky Amethyst (10 beads, no Half Tila) (substitute with E)
I used a few “odd” Tilas in two colours, but this piece will work well with just TL-4571 and TL4574 or any 2 Magic or Crystal
colours in both Tila and Half Tila beads.
Six warps, the first and last pair leaving 1 empty warp guide, the rest leaving 2 empty warp guides.
There are two final rows at each end using size 8 seed beads in Magic Orchid; the first (4 beads) fills in gaps between Tila beads,
nd
the 2 (8 beads) is inside the tube clasp. Pull and prey method, warp ends stitched through final loomed row, knotted together
and stitched back through then used to square stitch last 2 rows together at one end; weft used to square stitch last 2 rows at
other end. Wefts finished off inside last row of seed beads. Slide tube clasp with extension chain in 20mm slid over last row at
each end.
Pictures 7 and 8 showing the front and back of this cuff – note colour reverses.

Reversible Tila type 2

Miyuki Tila beads in pattern
A TL-2001 Gunmetal Opaque Matte (54 beads, of which 22 Half Tila)
B TL-4555 Black AB, metallic silver side uppermost (15 beads, no Half Tila)
C TL-177 Ocean Blue Transparent AB (35 beads, of which 14 Half Tila)
D TL-4555 Black AB, metallic blue side uppermost (27 beads, of which 14 Half Tila)
E TL-4555 Black AB, black side uppermost (11 beads, of which 6 Half Tila)
Six warps, the first, centre and last pair leaving 1 empty warp guide, the two other warps leaving 2 empty warp guides.
nd

There are two final rows at each end using 8-176 seed beads; the first (3 beads) fills in gaps left by Half Tila beads, the 2 (7
beads) is inside the tube clasp. Pull and prey method, warp ends stitched through final loomed row, knotted together and
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stitched back through then used to square stitch last 2 rows together at one end; weft used to square stitch other end. Wefts
finished off inside last row of seed beads. Slide tube clasp with extension chain in 20mm slid over last row at each end.

Pictures 9 and 10: colour reverses less dramatic in these
colours.
Bricks, 6mm pyramids, rullas and tiles

Beads in pattern
A Bricks in Aztec Gold (46 beads)
B Tiles in Matte Green Iris (14 beads)
C Bricks in Picasso Opaque Olive (22 beads)
D Rullas in Magic Wine (22 beads)
E 6mm Pyramids in Crystal Black Azuro (9 beads)
Six warps, the first and last set of 3 warps with 1 empty warp guide between them, the centre leaving 2 empty warp guides. The
two outer warps have been doubled and a decorative thick silk thread has also been added. Two 10mm gunmetal ribbon ends
have been clamped to fabric welts at each end and popper clasps attached with jump rings. The loomwork measures 15cm/6in
and the cuff fits a 17.5cm/7in wrist.
Picture 11.

Bars, bricks, tiles, and triangles
Beads in Pattern
Bars in Opaque Champagne Lustre, Opaque Rose Gold Topaz Lustre, Opaque Ultra Green Lustre
Bricks in Cobalt, Halo Cherub, Matte Green Iris, Opaque Pale Turquoise
Tiles in Gold Marbled Capri, Halo Cherub, Persian Turquoise Picasso
Triangles in Cobalt, Opaque Champagne Lustre, Turquoise
Looming this bracelet I found the CzechMate bead thicknesses were not always consistent: I expected a group of 3
Bars/Triangles to align exactly with 2 Bricks or with 1Tile but in practice 3 Bars/Triangles measured slightly less than 1Tile and
significantly less than 2 Bricks (which measured slightly more than one Tile) – these differences made the loomwork slightly
uneven. Lentils were originally included in the loomwork but
their shape (thick in the centre, thinner at the edges) made
the structure unstable so I ripped it and started again.

Picture 12.
Four warp threads separated by 2 empty warp guides; Delica
11 used as infill beads at the end and to make a base for the
Miyuki slide tube; popper clasps attached with jump rings.
“Pull and prey” method. Toning Miyuki size 8 seed beads
bricked to outer warps.
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Superduo and lentil

Beads in pattern
A Lentil (44 beads)
B Superduo (60 beads)
C Superduo (27 beads)
D Superduo (20 beads)

Green colours
Copper Picasso
Olivine Sliperit
Chartreuse Shimmer
Patina

Brown Colours
Matte Aztec Gold
Jet California
Jet Bronze
Cornelian Picasso

8 warps; outer edges doubled and embellished with thick silk thread.
Outer warps with 1 warp guide space between them and other warps; all inner warps with 2 warp guide spaces separating them.
Size 8 seed beads in Magic Copper used to plug end gaps. Last 2 rows ladder stitched together. 13cm/5¼in loomed area – each
pattern repeats measures almost 2cm/1in – will fit a 16.5cm/6½in wrist, depending on clasp etc used.
Picture 13
Picture 14

I use a woven fibre welt for adding ribbon clasps. I’ve modified the process slightly and it works well.
Use 0.4m of embroidery thread (1 piece split in 2 – so 3 threads for each end) to weave a welt that's
about 1.5cm long – see photo on the left (a larger needle is needed here). Note that the weft tail is
also shown.
Then tightly weave the embroidery thread tails up and down beside the warp threads to compact the
welt to about 0.7cm – see photo right, fasten and neaten welt tails.
Finally use weft tails to square stitch the welt to the last row of the loomwork – the two hole beads
overlap and so are interconnected, thus fixing the welt solidly to the last loomed row stabilises the
cuff. Finally trim tails and apply glue to welts – leave to dry on relaxed loom.
Picture 15
This green version
has been loomed
on an adjustable
Clover loom: note
the warp tail
holders on the
lower bars and
the warp thread
holder slotted
through the warp
thread guides
(looks like a hair
pin).
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Picture 16

The brown version of this cuff: note the staple added to relax the loom and the stop bead taped to the Jewel Loom to hold the
warp threads – I use a slip knot at the other end of the thread used to warp up, and slip it over the warp post at the back of the
loom.
Bars, bricks, pyramids, rullas, triangles and tiles
Beads in pattern Green/gold
Purple/hematite
A (Bar)
matte metallic bronze iris
matte jet
B (Triangle)
matte metallic goldenrod
purple iris
C (Brick)
dual lustre blue/green
matte green iris
D (Rulla)
crystal mint lustre
zinc iris
E (Rulla)
topaz ab matted
vega on chalk
F (Brick)
pale turquoise copper Picasso
hematite
G
(Tile) olivine gold marbled
(pyramid) lila vega lustre
H (pyramid)
alabaster marea
crystal matted ab
Infill beads
duracoat gold
hematite
Note: simple repeating pattern, make to required length.
6 warps: outer warps with 2 warp guide spaces between them and next warp; all inner
warps separated by 3 warp guide spaces.

Note width reduction: size 11 seed replaces bar+triangle in last row; infill 3 size 8
seeds: final row of 11 size 8 seeds slides inside “toob” with extension chain. To be
“pull and prey” - Loomwork is 13cm/5¼in; cuff fits a 14.5cm /5¾in to 19.5cm/7¾in wrist.
Picture 17 Green/gold version – MDF loom – relaxed tension.

Picture 18 Purple/hematite version (Work In Progress) – Jewel Loom – relaxed tension
Note that cuff has to be removed
from loom, warps pulled through and
fastened off inside last row (size 8
seeds) then 20mm “toob” slipped
over last row and lid fastened down.
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Edging your bracelet
Edging your bracelet will make it look neat and also protect the edge warps. Edging can be as simple or complex as you like. A
single line of brick stitched size 15 seeds looks good (see Picture 4 above); as does a single line of size 8 seeds (see Picture 12
above). Row 1 of the more complex edging below is a simple brick stitch. When you’ve relaxed your loom tension for edging,
run your fingers gently under the weave – sagging indicates that the beads are not held on wefts that go under and over the
warps: run either a tail end or your edging thread back above the warps through these beads. Tails can be stitched under the
edging. Edging is normally done on a relaxed loom: “pull and prey” edging is better done after the pulling.
Crystal pearl and brick stitch edging. © Jennifer Airs February 2012
This edging uses size 15 seed beads and 3mm crystal pearls). The photo shows a close up
of the edging with the cuff still on the loom.
Note the method of decreasing warp rows.
The edging has been added as 2 rows.
Row 1: size 15 seed beads are brick stitched onto the edge warp: the needle is pushed
under the outer warp from the front of the cuff to bring the thread completely under
the warp – see blue thread path left. Start with 2 beads on the thread.
Row 2: see diagram above. A seed bead is stitched into place end on to the row 1 beads; I then stitched round these beads again
to pass my needle from the left to the right of the row 2 seed bead, picked up a pearl and a seed before then stitched down into
th
rd
my 4 row 1 seed bead and up through my 3 row 1 seed bead to pass through the row 2 seed bead I just added (red thread
path). Continue to add 1 seed 1 pearl groups in this way, making easements as needed to accommodate curves (a shorter row 2
stitch over 3 beads of Row 1) and to prevent waving (a longer row 2 stitch over 5 beads of Row 1).
Fasten and neaten threads when finished.

Useful links
Erin Simonetti (an amazing loomie with international awards) Blog http://beadsbeadingbeaded.blogspot.co.uk
Bead sizes http://www.beadedimages.com/help.htm
Several articles on looming with beads also free patterns elsewhere on website
http://beadwork.about.com/od/toolsandsupplies/tp/Types-Of-Bead-Looms.htm
Two needle method on YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_1Jm_R7Y_s
How to use slide end tubes on YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_bHRe2ea5w
PDF loom graph paper http://image1.fmgstatic.com/pdf/seedbead_graph_loom.pdf
A Facegroup closed group – about 250 members, please follow the instructions to join.
https://www.facebook.com/?ref=tn_tnmn#!/groups/theloomiebin/
Beadtool4 – a designing package with free trial http://www.beadtool.net/download.html
My website www.jdjewellery.co.uk

